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Dear Family and Friends of Om Gagangiri Maharaj Ashirwadit Trust (OMGMT),

In Palghar, tribal communities often endure social exclusion, limited education, and financial insecurity
due to various factors like restricted land ownership, historical marginalization, and geographical
isolation. These challenges, compounded by cultural differences and non-viable farming practices,
perpetuate a cycle of poverty and hinder their overall well-being. With the pandemic finally behind us,
OMGMT can now fully focus on its seva projects to address these issues. Our initiatives include providing
scholarships, establishing computer labs, and offering vocational training to empower individuals. We
also aim to disseminate profitable, low-cost, high-yield natural farming techniques and promote fruit
tree plantation drives. Additionally, we offer yoga classes, healthcare support, and food donations to
improve the health and mental well-being of these communities. Our efforts also extend to livelihood
generation through women's handicraft workshops and entrepreneurship to enhance their quality of
life.

As you will see in the following pages, OMGMT has made significant progress in its seva, benefiting
thousands of tribal and non-tribal individuals by improving their education, skills, health, mental well-
being, and economic opportunities. We are deeply grateful to all the organizations that have partnered
with us in our efforts to make a difference in the tribal area of Palghar. Thanks to the generosity of the
Godrej Foundation, we were able to provide scholarships to 25 tribal girls for various school fees.
Svaroopa Vidya Ashram supported us in resuming yoga classes for our students. 
Ammucare Charitable Trust provided monthly food bags for distribution to needy families in our area.
Nalu assisted us in identifying 800 children to receive school uniforms and supported distribution. The
Lions Club of Juhu facilitated the distribution of 10,000 trees to our neighbors. Jan Shikshan Sansthan
contributed to salaries for teachers to train women in embroidery, food processing, and jute bag
making. Sulokchetna Pratishtan provided farming expertise to our natural farming team. 
Shanti Mandir graciously allowed us to use their Great Hall for various functions, including weekly yoga
classes.

OMGMT has made strides in developing its Natural Farming Demonstration Center and Vocational
Training Institute on a beautiful acre of land in Vadpada. We have drilled a well and begun leveling the
land for a small structure. We have also begun fostering positive relationships with our neighbors. The
OMGMT farming team planted rice paddy for the first time. We welcome others to join us in expanding
our Vocational Training Center and contributing to the economic development of Palghar District. As we
embark on the new year, we do so with vision, courage, and love in our hearts.

Sincerely,

Vijay H. Honkalaskar, Ph. D
(IIT Mumbai)
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He was a widely revered Indian Hindu saint and influential Guru of the Nath
Sampradaya. Born in 1906, Gagangiri Maharaj was a rare combination of Yogi,
statesman, social reformer, personal counselor, and shaman. His vision initiated
a breed of self-reliant, industrious, brave, cadre of young people dedicated to
creating a harmonious material world based on spiritual values. He asked his
followers to be a model of social transformation by practicing spiritual values
and creating a new society based on conservation and protection of the
environment. His teachings emphasized living in a harmonious relationship with
nature and preserving it. OMGMT humbly accepts his vision and guidance for
their seva in the outback of rural India.

SWAMI GAGANGIRI MAHARAJ










